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Introduction. Let A" be a finite dimensional complex Euclidean space, and

let T be a linear operator acting on X. The Jordan decomposition theorem states

that T has a unique decomposition T= S + N, where S = jff(r)z d£(z), £ is a

spectral measure supported by the spectrum o(T) of T, and N is a nilpotent

operator commuting with S.

Our main result (Theorem 2.1) is a generalization of the Jordan theorem for

operators with real spectrum to infinite dimensional reflexive Banach spaces.

We consider operators T satisfying the growth condition \e"T\ = 0(|i|*) for

some integer fe^O and all real t. In §1, we construct the "Jordan manifold"

for T, on which T is shown to have a unique Jordan decomposition, if the spec-

trum (which is real because of the growth condition) has Lebesgue measure

zero (§2). Related results are described in §2. The theory is illustrated by examples

in §3.

This work is clearly related to Dunford's theory of spectral operators. How-

ever, the latter is needed as a prerequisite only for Theorem 2.12. The standard

reference is [1], [2].

Many thanks are due to Professors H. Furstenberg and C. A. McCarthy for

discovering an error in the original version of this paper.

Notations. The following notations and conventions will be used through-

out without further explanation : X is an arbitrary complex Banach space. B(X)

denotes the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on X. Elements

of B(X) are simply called "operators." The identity operator is denoted by /.

X* is the conjugate space of X. Norms are denoted by | • | (except when distinc-

tion is needed). The closure operation is denoted by an upper bar. For TeB(X),

the symbols ex(T), p(T), R(X;T) and | TJsp stand respectively for the spectrum,

the resolvent set, the resolvent, and the spectral norm of T. The restriction of T

to an invariant linear manifold W is denoted by T\W. The real and complex

fields are respectively denoted by R and C. If K cz C is compact, C(K) denotes

the Banach algebra of all continuous complex valued functions on K with su-

premum norm. For m = 0,1,2, •••, Cm is the topological algebra of all complex-
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valued functions on R with continuous derivatives up to the order m, with

pointwise operations and with the topology of uniform convergence on every

compact of all derivatives of order g m. We let C = C° and C¡J = {fe Cm\ f has

compact support}. The Borel field of R is denoted by 38.

1. The Jordan manifold. We recall first some of the terminology introduced

in [7].

Definition 1.1. Let m > 0 be an integer and TeB(X).A C"-operationaI

calculus for T is a continuous representation /-> T(f) of Cm on X, such that

(i) T(l) = /; (ii) T(f) = T if f(t) = t; and (iii) T( ■ ) has compact support (de-

noted by E = Z(T)). I is defined as the smallest compact K c R for which

T(/) = 0 whenever fe Cm has its support in the complement of K. T is of class

Cm if there exists a Cm-operational calculus for T. In this case, the latter is

unique, and Z = a(T) (cf. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.8 in [7] or Proposition 1 in [5]).

Let TeB(X) be such that

(1.1) |ei,r| = 0(|f|'),       teR, |t|-»co

for some integer k^.0.

By Lemma 2.11 in [7], Thas real spectrum and is of class Cm for m — k + 2.

Definition 1.2. Let TeB(X) satisfy (1.1), fix m ^ k + 2, and let T( ■ ) be

the Cm-operational calculus for T. We write

1. f\m,T -   X7=0(l/;!)max<T(7.)|/<;>|,/eC'";

2. x|m,T = sup{|T(/)|;/6Cm, \f\m,rèl};

3. Dm = {xeX; \x\m¡T<co} = Dm(T);

4. D = \Jm±k + 2Dm =  D(T).
We call D the Jordan manifold for T.

The function x-»|x|mT is homogeneous and subadditive for each fixed

m^.k + 2. Therefore Dm is a linear manifold. For x fixed, ¡ x |m T is a nonincreas-

ing function of m (m ^ k + 2). Therefore

Dk+2çDk + 3<=...

and D is a linear manifold.

Fix m^k + 2. Since T(l) = /, |x|mT^|x| for all xeX; therefore |x|mr

is a norm on Dm.

If Ve B(X) commutes with T, it commutes with T(f) for all fe Cm. Hence,

for all xeD„ and fe Cm with |/|m>r ^ 1, we have

| T(f) ft| - | FT(/)x | £ | f| | T(/)x | g | K| |jc |,„,T,

i.e., Fx e Dm and | Vx \mT ^ | V\ | x |m r. Thus Dm is an invariant linear manifold

for V, and V is continuous on the normed linear space (Dm | • |m r). These facts

are valid in particular for V = T(f) for each fe Ck+2. For xeDm fixed, consider
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the linear map/-> T(/)x of Cminto (Dm_ | ■ |m_r). When Cm is endowed with the

pseudo-norm |/|mjT> this map is continuous with bound = |x|mT, i.e.,

(1-2) \Tif)x\m,T£\x\mtT-\f\m,T

for all fe Cm and x e Dm. Indeed,

|n/)*Ur = sup{|T(g/)x|; geCm, |g|M,r^l}

5£ sup{|T(n)x|; heCm, |n|m,r = |/|m>r}

=    \x\m,T- \f\m,T-

If D is of the second category in X, then D = Dm = X for some m = k + 2, by

the uniform boundedness theorem; the norms | x | and | x \mT are then equivalent,

by the closed graph theorem. We shall see later on that D j= X in general. How-

ever, it follows easily from [10, pp. 99-100] that there exists an m — k + 2 such

that D = Dm = X, provided that aCT) is a finite union of points and closed

intervals. Of this particular situation, only the following is relevant to our sub-

sequent analysis.

Proposition 1.1.   // exCT) is a finite point set, then D = Dk+2 = X.

Proof. For each xeX and x*eX*, x*T( • )x is a distribution of order

= k + 2 with support erCT) = {py,---,p„}. By [10, pp. 99-100], there exist

M > 0 and Cu = C0(x,x*)eC (/= 1, ■■-,n; j = 0,---,k + 2) such that

\Cuix,x*)\ =M|x| |x*| and x*T(/)x = TijC^f^ip) for all feCk+2, xeX

and x*eX*. Therefore |T(/)x| ^M'|x| |/jk+2,T for all feCk+2, and xeX,

where M' > 0 depends only on T.

Corollary 1.2. // W is a finite dimensional invariant subspace for T, then

WezzDk + 2.

Proof. Since T\ W has finite spectrum and satisfies (1.1), Dfc+2(T| W) = W

by Proposition 1.1. But Dk+2(T\ W) = Dk+2(T) n W. Hence W c Dk+2(T).

Corollary 1.3. Dk+2 contains all the eigenvectors of T (therefore, if the

eigenvectors of T are fundamental in X, Dk+2 (and hence D) is dense in X).

Corollary 1.4. Let X be an isolated point of er(T), and let E(X) be the as-

sociated projection (cf. [3,  Volume I, p. 573]).  Then E(X)X <zz Dk+2.

Proof.   Since ex(T\ E(X)X) = {X} (Theorem VII, 3.20 in [3]),

E(X)X = Dk+2(T\E(X)X)ez:Dk + 2(T).

Thus Dk+2 5¿ 0 if there are isolated points in the spectrum. More can be said

if all nonzero points in the spectrum are isolated (hence, in particular, if T is

compact).
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Theorem 1.5. Let TeB(X) satisfy (1.1) Suppose that all nonzero points

in a(T) are isolated. Then Dk+2 contains the closed range of Tk+1. If T

satisfies (1.1) with k = 0 and if X is reflexive, then Dk+2 is dense in X.

We state first two lemmas, which are implicit in the proofs of Theorem XI,

6.29 and Corollary XI, 6.30 in [3, Volume II]. Let Z be the closed linear span

of {E(X)X: X e a(T) - {0}}, and let Zx  be the annihilator of Z in X*.

Lemma 1.6. Suppose all the nonzero points in the spectrum of an operator

TeB(X) are isolated. Then T*\ZX is quasi-nilpotent.

Lemma 1.7. Let X be reflexive and TeB(X). Suppose that X„R(Xn;T) is

bounded for some sequence {Xn} c p(T) converging to 0.  Then

.# + jV  =  X,

where M and Jf are the range and null space of T respectively.

We need also a theorem of Naimark's [8, p. 208] in the following form:

Lemma 1.8 (Naimark). Let T be a quasi-nilpotent element of a normed

algebra R. Suppose that for some integer n ^ 1

(1.3) \X"R(X;T)\ = O((sin0)~")

for 0 = argA#O,7i. Then T"=0.

The next lemma puts Condition (1.1) in the form (1.3).

Lemma  1.9.   // TeB(X) satisfies (1.1), then

(1.4) \Xk+1R(X;T)\ = O((sin0y<k+1))for 0 = axgX*0,Tz.

Proof.   Condition (1.1) implies that

P GO

R(X;T) =  i)     e~a'ei,Tdt    for Im A <0
Jo

=   -i f    eate~i,Tdt     for Im X >0,
Jo

where the integrals converge in B(X).

Hence, for n < 0,

| R(Ç + in ; T) | ^   f °° e"' \ e"T\ dt = O (T °° e"'tkdt\

= o(M-(<+1))

and similarly for n > 0.

Thus \R(X;T)\ = 0((lmX)~(k~1)) for ImA#0, which is equivalent to (1.4).
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. Consider the operator T* | Zx. It is quasi-nilpotent

(Lemma 1.6) and satisfies (1.3) with n = k + 1 (by Lemma 1.9, since

\RiX;T*\Zx)\ = \RiX;T*)\ = |R(A;T)|). Hence, by Lemma 1.8, T*k+1x* = 0

for all x*eZ±, i.e., x*Tk+1x = 0 for all x e X and x*eZx . By Hahn-Banach,

this implies that Z z> Tk+1X. ButDk+2zz,Z by Corollary 1.4. Hence Dk+2

contains the closed range of Tk+1.

In particular, if T satisfies (1.1) with k = 0, Dk+2 zz> &. Since Dk+2 => jV triv-

ially, we conclude that Dk + 2 = X if X is reflexive by applying Lemma 1.7.

Recall that xeX is called a root vector of Tif (A/ — T)"x = 0 for some XeC

and some integer n = 1.

Proposition 1.10. Let TeBiX) satisfy (1.1). Tnen its Jordan manifold

contains the linear span of all the root vectors of T.

Proof. It suffices to show that the null space of iXI — T)"is contained in D,

for all X e erCT) and all integers n _ 1.

Let S = T-XI for XeaVT) fixed. Since X is real, S satisfies (1.1) and

£>m(S) = DJfT) for each m^k + 2. Hence it suffices to show that if x # 0 satisfies

S"x = 0 for some n = 1, then x e DiS).

Let m = max{/c + 2,n-l}. Clearly, |x|m,s = sup{|S(/)x|:/eC^,|/|m>s = 1}.

For fe CZ, S(/) is given by

(1.5) S(f) = jj(t)ei,sdt,

where /(f) = (l/2?t) $Re~"sf(s)ds and the integral in (1.5) converges in B(X)

(cf. proof of Lemma 2.11 in [7]). For x as above,

S(f)x =   Í fit) "Ï   {^-SJx dt

=    S    jr   Í   Kt)iit)J dtSJX
j=o J-   Jr

j=o   ;!

Since m = n — 1 and 0 e <r(S), we conclude that

|xLs =     max  |S-íx|<oo,       i.e., x e £>m(S) c £>.
OSj<Sn-l

2. The Jordan decomposition. In order to avoid repetition, we state the fol-

lowing

Standing hypothesis.

(a)   X is a reflexive Banach space.
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(b) TeB(X) satisfies Condition (1.1).

(c) ct(T) (which is a subset of R by (1.1)) has linear Lebesgue measure zero.

We follow the notations of §1 without further explanation. It is also convenient

to introduce the following:

Definition 2.1. Let WczX be a linear manifold. We denote by T(W) the

algebra of all linear transformations of X with domain W and range contained

in W.

A generalized spectral measure on If is a map ô -> E(ö) of J1 into T(W) such that

(i)   £(R)x = x for all xeW, and

(ii) £( • )x is a bounded regular strongly countably additive vector measure

on âS, for each xeW.

Notice that a vector measure p is "regular" if x*p is a regular complex measure

for all x*eX*.

We can state now our main result, which is a generalization of the classical

Jordan decomposition theorem for complex matrices with real spectrum to in-

finite dimensional Banach spaces.

Theorem 2.1.    There exist S,Ne T(D) such that

(2.1) T|D = S + iV,

(2.2) SN = NS,
(2.3) JV*+1 = 0, and

(2.4) p(S)x = ]a(T)p(t) dE(t)x ,xeD

for all polynomials p, where E( •) is a generalized spectral measure on D sup-

ported by o~(T) and commuting with any V e B(X) which commutes with T.

This decomposition is "maximal-unique", meaning that if W is an invariant

linear manifold for T for which (2.1)-(2.4) are valid with W instead of D, then

W cz D and the transformations S, N and E(ô) (ôeâS) corresponding to W are

the restrictions to W of the respective transformations associated with D.

Finally, D = Dk + 2 and for each xeD, the map f -> T(f)x of Ck*2 into X has

an extension as a continuous linear map of Ck into D given by

(2.5) T(f)x =   I   i   f       fJ\t)dE(t)NJx
7=0   J-    JaCT)

(for all feCk and each xeD). The extended map f-> T(f) of Ck into T(D)

is multiplicative.

The proof is organized in a series of lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.    There exists a uniquely determined family

{EjJS); m^k + 2;j = 0,-,m;ôe@}

of linear transformations of X with the following properties:

(a) Ej m(<5) has domain Dm;
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(b) for each xeDm, £,-„,(• )x is a regular, uniformly bounded, strongly

countably additive vector measure supported by erCT); and

m        y p

(c) T(/)x=   I   - f»it)dEjMx
j = 0   J-    Ja(T)

forallxeDmandfeCm.

Proof. Let C(o-(T))m+1 (m = 0,l,--) be the Cartesian product of m+1

copies of C(rr(T)). Its elements are denoted by f=(f0,fy,---,fm), and it is normed

by
m        y

|/|=    I   77 sup |/y|,     feC(ex(T))m+1.
j = 0   J-    <t(T)

Let Am be the linear manifold in C(ex(T))m+1 consisting of all/= (f0,fi,---,fm)

with f =/0)| a(T) for some fe Cm (j = 0, •■•,m). If feAm and / is any element

of Cm such that/,=/(j) | o-(T), j = 0,--,m, then |/| = \f\m¡T. Fix m =■ k + 2,

xeDm and x*eX*.

Consider the map

nm(x,x*): feAm->x*T(f)x

where / is any function in Cm such that f} =fU)\ ex(T) for all j = 0, • • •, m.

Since xeDm, this map is well defined, linear and continuous, because by (1.2),

\nmix,x*)f\ =  \x*Tif)x\ = |x*| |T(/)x| = |x*| | T(/)x|m,r

=  |^||x|m>T|/|m,r = |x*||x|ffl;T|/|.

By the Hahn-Banach and the Riesz representation theorems, there exist m + 1

regular finite Borel measures pJm = p,->mC |x,x*) (/ = 0,-,m)on Ä, which are

supported by fj(T) and satisfy

varpJ>m(-| x,x*) ^ |x*| |x|m,r       (; = 0,-..,m), and

(2.6)
m       <        /»

nmix,x*)f=   S   yr- fU)dpLm       forall/e/lm.
S = 0  J-    JaCT)

Since rj(T) is a Lebesgue null set, the measures p]m are singular with respect

to the Lebesgue measure on R. Therefore, by Lemma 3.7 in [7], the represen-

tation (2.6) is unique. For xeDm fixed and x* varying in X*, the linearity of

iTm(x,x*)/= x*T(/)x in x* and the uniqueness of the representation (2.6) imply

the linearity of pjtJf> \ x, x*) in x* for each fixed <5 eâ$ and j = 0, • • -, m. Since X

is reflexive, there exists a unique element of X (which we denote by EJmiô)x),

with norm ^ | x \myT, such that pJ>m(5 | x, x*) = x*E}tJS)x for all

x*eX* ij = 0,---,m; 5ei%). The uniqueness of the representation (2.6) implies

that £J>m(<5) is a linear tranformation of X with domain Dm (for each 5e3S and
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j = 0,---,m). Now (b) follows from the Orlicz-Banach-Pettis theorem and (c)

is a rewriting of (2.6).

Lemma 2.3.   // Ve B(X) commutes with T, then V commutes with Ejm(b)

for all ôeâS, m^.k + 2 and j = 0, ■••,m.

Proof.   Fix m^k + 2. If Vcommutes with T, then it commutes with T(f)

for each fe Cm and VDm c D,„ (cf. §1).

Therefore by Lemma 2.2 (c)

m        y [•

VT(f)x =   L   ±.  \      f»(t)dVEJ¡m(t)x
j = 0  J ■    J aCT)

= T(f)Vx

fu\t)dEJ%m(t)VxÎ   If;=o ;!  Ja<T(T)

for all xeDm and feCm, and the lemma follows from Lemma 3.7 in [7], be-

cause all the measures involved are singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure

on R.

Let B(o(T)) denote the space of all complex Borel functions / on R, which

are bounded on a(T), with the pseudo-norm supff(r)|/|.

In the next lemma, we consider Dm as a normed linear space with the norm

\xU,t-

Lemma 2.4. Fix m^k + 2 and 0^.j = m. Consider the map cpim of

B(o(T)) x Dm into X defined by

<t>j,m-(f,x) ^   f    f(t)dEj¡m(t)x.
J«(T)

Then tpjm is continuous, has range in Dm, and is also continuous as a map of

B(ct(T)) x Dm into Dm. In fact

(2.7) f    f(t)dEJ<m(t)x        £  sup |/|-|x|ra,T,
1    Ja(T) m,J a(T)

for allfe B(a(T)), xeDmand j = 0,—,m.

Proof. Let (f,x)e B(o(T)) x Dm. Then y = cbj,m(f,x) is a well-defined ele-

ment of X, by Lemma 2.2 (b). For geC",

T(g)y =   f     f(t)dT(g)Ehm(t)x =   f     f(t)dELm(t)T(g)x,
Ja(T) Ja(T)

by Lemma 2.3.

Since T(g)xeDm, we have
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x*EUm(-)T(g)x = pum(-\T(g)x,x*)

for all x* e X*. Therefore, by (1.2) and (2.6),

\x*T(g)y\  S sup |/| • varp^J-ln^x.x*)
aCT)

Í sup |/| • |x*||T(g)x|m,r
o-(T)

5Ï sup |/| • |x*||x|m,T|g|m,r.
a(T)

Hence

\y\m.T =    sup        sup     |x*T(g)y| ^ sup |/| |x|m>r,
|x»|-l       Ulm.TSl alT)

proving (2.7) and the lemma (since | y | ^ | y |mJ).

Corollary 2.5.   For m = k + 2, j = 0,---,m and ôe^

Ej,m(ö)DmczDm.

In fact,

\Ej,m(ö)x\miT ^ |x|m,T   for all xeDm.

Taking/= 1 in Lemma 2.2(c), we see that £0m(Ä)x = x for all xeDm. To-

gether with Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.5, this gives

Corollary 2.6. For each m^k + 2, Em = £0m is a generalized spectral

measure on Dm, supported by cr(T) and commuting with any VeB(X) which

commutes with T.

Next, take f(t)=t in Lemma 2.2(c): we obtain

(2.8) Tx = tdE0 m(t)x + E, m(R)x    for all xeDm.
Ja(T)

Let Sm and Nm be the transformations defined on Dm by the first and second

terms on the right-hand side of (2.8), respectively.

Then T|Dm = Sm + iVm, and Sm,NmeT(Dm) by Lemma 2.4. We proceed to

show that Sm and Nm have the properties (2.2)-(2.4). The crucial step consists

in proving an identity relating the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of the vector

measures EJm( ■ )x (m 2: k + 2, O^j^m, xeDm).

Definition 2.2.   For  m ^ k + 2 and  O^j^m, let

EjZ(s)x =   f    e"sdEj,m(t)x,       seR, xeDm.
Ja(T)

By Lemma 2.4, Ej^,(s) is a well-defined element of T(Dm), for each j = 0, •••, m

and se R.

Lemma  2.7.   Fix m^k + 2.  Then,  for   all   j,h = 0,--,m   and   s,ueR,
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Ej,Zis) ECJu)    = EJ+h;m(s + u)    if j + h = m,

= 0 if j + h> m.

Proof.   For s e R fixed, take fit) = eist in Lemma 2.2 (c) :

(2.9) eisTx =  I   ^f-£.;(s)x,       seR, xeDm.

Using (2.9) in the identity ei(s+u)Tx = eisT(eiuTx) and recalling that eiuTxeDm for

xeDm, we obtain after some rearrangement:

I (¿s)* f    ««Vd, (1   I* ^£,+h,m(0x]

= î^is? j^eis> dt {l£fc,m(0eiurx}

for all s,ue R and xeDm (the subscript í of d indicates that integration is per-

formed with respect to i).

Since <t(T) has Lebesgue measure zero, it follows from Lemma 3.11 in [7]

(applied with u fixed and s variable) that

f    ¿*¿*iTÍh y&Bj+Uty*) -   f    e'-d.iEU^x}
Jff(T) lj=0     J! ) J<¡iT)

for all s,ueR and xeDm.

By Lemma 2.3, by the fact that Ej^fs) has range contained in Dm, and by

(2.9), we obtain

2* ^f  f    e^'dEj+U^x = ECis)eiuTx
7=0     J-       Ja(t)

= eiuTEh;m(s)x

_   £  &tfC   ¿*dEjJt)ECiS)x
j=0     J-    J"(T)

for all s,ueR and xeDm.

Applying Lemma 3.11 in [7] (with u variable and s fixed), the result follows.

Definition 2.3.   Fix m = k + 2. For fe B(r/(T)), let SB(/)eI(DJ be   de-

fined by

Smif)x =  f   fit)dEmit)x,       xeDm
J"(T)

(cf. Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.6).

Lemma 2.8.    The map /-» Smif) of CioCT)) into T(DJ is multiplicative.
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Proof.   By Lemma 2.7 with j = h = 0, we have

£„ (s)E~(u) = Em(s + u)   for all s,ue R.

It follows that the map/-»Sm(/) is multiplicative when restricted to functions/

of the form

IV

fit) =   I C,exp(is,0       (CjeC; t,SjeR).
7 = 1

Since these functions are dense in C(a(T)), the result follows easily from Lemma

2.4 (cf. inequality (2.7)).

Lemma  2.9.   Fix m^k + 2. Then

(i)    JVm commutes with Sm(f) for all fe C(a(T));

(Ü)   Ej J5) = Em(S)NJm for all be 0» and j = 1, -, m.
(iii) Nkm+1 = 0.

Proof.   For 1 ^ r ^ m, take j = r — 1 and h = 1 in Lemma 2.7 ; for u = 0,

we obtain

¿COO  =  £,-l,m(s)Nm,

hence

(2.10) £r» = £;(s)K,      (12 r á m, s€ R).

Interchanging the roles of j and h, we obtain similarly

(2.11) E,;m(s) = NrmE:(s)       (1 á r^ m, s e R).

By (2.10) and (2.11), Nm commutes with Sm(f) for functions / of the form

N

/(/) =   Z Cjexpiisjt)      (CjeC, SjeR),
j = i

and (i) follows by a density argument as in Lemma 2.8, using (2.7).

(ii) follows from (2.10) and the uniqueness theorem for Fourier-Stieltjes trans-

forms of regular Borel measures.

By (2.9) and (2.11),

m   (isY
(2.12) eisrx=I   ^fiV¿£:(s)x,       seR,   xeDm

j = o   J •

(N% stands for /).

Since E2(s)En(-s) = x by Lemma 2.7, we have

e's7E;(-s)x =  i   {^-Nix,     seR, xeDm.
j = o   J1
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Fix xeDm. By (2.7),

\eisTE:i-s)x\ = \J"\ \E:i-s)x\ = \eisT\ \x\m,T = 0(|s|fc)

for s e R, \s\ -* oo. Hence Af *+ 1x = 0 for each x e Dm, completing the proof

of Lemma 2.9.

Lemma 2.10.   For all m = k+ 2, \x\mT = \x\k+2yT, hence D = Dm = Dk+2.

Proof.   Fix m = k + 2. By Lemma 2.2(c) and Lemma 2.9,

T(/)x = i   1   f   f"\t)dEmit)NJmx
j = 0   J-    Ja(T)

(2.13)

= 1   ±Sj(f»)N¿x
; = o 7!

for all fe Cm and x e Dm.

By (2.7) and Lemma 2.9 (ii),

/ iJaCT)
fJ\t)dEmit)NÍxLT = sup |/«>| |x|m,r,

<T(T)

and therefore

(2.14) | Tif)x|m,r = |/|t>T| x|m,r for all feCm, xeDm.

Hence

|^|fc+2.r = sup {|T(/)x|;/eC"+2,  \f\k+2,r^l}

= sup {|T(/)x|;/eCM, |/|t+2>rgl}

= |*|-,r

for all xeDm. Hence |x|m>r = |x|fc+2?T for all xeDm. Q.E.D.

Definition 2.4. We let S = Sk+2 ', N = Nk+2, E = £fc+2, S(J) = Sk+2if) for

feBiexCT)) and ¡x|| =  x|fc+2>7. for xeD.

By Lemma 2.10, (D, | x ||) is a normed linear space. Also S,N,E(S) and S(/)

are in T(D) for all <5 e » and fe B(o-(T)). By Lemma 2.4, we have || Sx || <, | r|,p|| x |,

|| A/x I = I x I, I S(f)x || = suPlJ(T) |/| • I x I and || E(ô)x \\ = | x || for all x e D,
feB(o(T)) and be®.

By the remark following Corollary 2.6, we have a decomposition Tj D = S + N,

which satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) by Lemma 2.9, and (2.4) by Lemma 2.8 and Cor-

ollary 2.6.

Lemma 2.11. For each xeD, the map /-> T(/)x of Ck+2 into X has an

extension as a continuous linear map of Ck into D, which is also continuous

as a map into (D, | • ¡). The extended map is given by (2.5), andf^r T(f) is an

algebra homomorphism of Ck into T(D).
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Proof. By Lemma 2.10, Equation (2.13) and Definition 2.4, the right-hand

side of (2.5) gives the required extension. Its continuity properties follow from

Lemma 2.4.

We consider now the map /-» T(f) of Ck into T(D) given by (2.5), i.e.,

T(f) =   I   ls(/(JW,      feCk.
j = o J-

This map is clearly well defined and linear. Its multiplicativity follows from

Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9: for/,geCk,

f(h)„U-h)*        I      i      fW   U-n)   \

- I.?. IRFBT*«*0^"'
k       y k-h

1       r.,   ,m. X"! 1= I ^s(/<fc)) S ^s(^)JV"+A.
*=o "! p=o Pi

Since Nk+1 =0, the inner summation may be extended up to k. Thus

T{fg) =  ¿   ls(/(Ä))T(g)iV\

Since JV commutes with T(g) by Lemma 2.9(i), we obtain

T(fg) =  Î   ^S(fw)NhT(g) =  T(/)T(f),   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2.1, completed.- It remains to prove the "maximality-

uniqueness" assertion. Let W be an invariant linear manifold for T, and let

Si, Ny and Ey be related to Tand Was stated for S, AT, £ and D in (2.1)-(2.4).

It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) for St and Ny that

T"x =   I   (") S"y-jNJy.
j = o \ J J

for all xeW and n« 0,1,2 — (JVi°=Si° = / by definition).

Let q be an integer ^ fc. Then for xeW,

i ^rx=  i W 2 (f")sr*i*
„=o   »! „ = o   »!   j=o W/

- Ä Uo ~H~J "T!-
(2.15)

=   Z   if     I^£i(s))^
]=0   \Ja(T)r = 0       r- I J-

where we used (2.3) and (2.4) for St and JVt.
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Fix j, 0 z%j _ k. Since erCT) is compact, the dominated convergence theorem

for vector measures [3, p. 328] gives:

lim   f     V <^fdEyis)N[x =   f    eitsdEyis)N{x
?-»oo  J<r(T)r=0      r- JaCT)

(in the strong topology of X) for each fixed xeW and t e R.

Hence, taking q -> oo in (2.15), we obtain

euTx=   ¿   iity   f    eu*dEi(s)NJiX
i=0       J-      Ja(T)

for all te R and x e W.

For/eCo+2 and xeVF, we obtain (cf. (1.5)):

Tif)x =   ( f(t)ei,Tdt
JR

=   ï   M fit)iit)J f    ei,sdEyis)NJyxdt
j = e> J -   Jr J"(T)

=   I   4-   Í     íí/(0(í'0^i'sí/í]d£1(s)A/íx,
j=0   J ■     Jo(T) [J R 1

i.e.,

Uf)x =   I   -J-  f   fu\s)dElis)NJyX   for all/eC0+2
j=0   7-   J<7(T)

and xeW. The interchange of the order of integration and the use of the Fourier

inversion theorem are justified since fe C0+2 and E¡i ■ )N\x is a bounded measure

with compact support ex{T), for xeW and 0 &j — k fixed.

For feCk + 2, T(/) is defined as T(/0) for any f0 e C0+2 which coincides with

/ in some open interval containing er{T) = I (cf. proof of Lemma 2.11 in [7]).

Therefore

(2.16) Tif)x =   I   1   f   /°">(s) áfi^M*

for all /eCl+2 and xe W.

For x e W fixed, let M(x) > 0 be a common bound for the vector measures

£,( • )AT{x, Oz^jz^k. Then, by (2.16),

| T(f)x| = 4M(x)|/|,iT = 4M(x)|/|(t + 2>r

for all feCk+2. Hence |x|t+2i7.^4M(x), and xeDk + 2 = D. This proves that WcD.

By (2.5), (2.16) and Lemma 3.7 in [7],

Eyiô)N{x = Eiô)NJx

for all öe äS, 0 jgjf g k and xe IF (since erCT) is a Lebesgue null set).
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In particular (j = 0), EL(ô)x = E(ö)x for all ôeâS and xeW; hence SyX = Sx

by (2.4) and NyX = JVx by (2.1) for all xeWcz D. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.1.

The maximality-uniqueness assertion of Theorem 2.1 justifies the following

Definition 2.5. We call S, N and £ respectively the scalar part, the nilpotent

part and the resolution of the identity of T on the Jordan manifold D.

Keeping in mind the usual definition of a resolution of the identity (cf. [1],

[2]), the following proposition is of some interest.

Proposition 2.12. // the nilpotent part (or the scalar part) of T is closable,

then E(ô) commutes with S, N and S(f) for all ôe& and feC(a(T)), and

moreover

E(ône) = E(ô)E(e)

for all ô, eeâiï.

Proof. Fix beSf), and let c6 denote its characteristic function. Choose/„eC

such that |/„|^1 and/„->cá pointwise(2) on a(T). By the dominated convergence

theorem for vector measures, S(f„g)x-* S(cdg)x strongly, for all xeD and

geC(a(T)). Since S(g)DczD, it follows from Lemma 2.8 that

S(fng)x = S(fn)S(g)x^E(ö)S(g)x.

Hence, for all geC(o(T)),

(2.17) S(csg) = E(ô)S(g).

Fix xeD, and let y„ = S(/„)x — £(<5)x. Then y„eD and y„-*0 (take g = 1 above).

Also

Sy„ = S(tf„(t))x - SE(3)x -> E(ö)Sx - SE(ô)x

(take g(t) = t above). But Sis closable (either by hypothesis, or because S= t\D-N

where T\ D is bounded and N is closable). Therefore E(ô)Sx = SE(ô)x for each

xeD. Thus E(ô) commutes with S, and since it commutes with T, it commutes

also with N = T|D-S.

Given £ > 0 and f e C(a(T)), choose a polynomial p such that supCT(r)|/—p | < e.

Since E(S) commutes with p(S), we obtain for each xeD:

| E(5) S(f)x - S(f)E(ô)x | ^ | E(ô)S(f -p)x\ + \ S(f- p)E(ô)x \ú2e\\x\\

by the remarks following Definition 2.4.

Hence E(S) commutes with S(f) for all feC(o(T)). Therefore, by (2.17),

S(csg)x = S(g)E(ô)x, i.e.,

f    g(t)cö(t)dE(t)x =   f    g(t)dE(t)E(ô)x
JalJ) JaCT)

for all g e C(a(T)) and x e D.

(2) Exceptional sets are routinely disposed of. Details are left to the reader.
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Fixing xeD, it follows from the uniqueness of the Riesz representation that

for all ee&

f cà(t) dE(t)x =  f   dE(t)E(S)x

i.e., E(eC\b)x = £(e)£(<5)x for all e,be@ and xeD, Q.E.D.

Since N = 0 is trivially closable, we have

Corollary 2.13. Suppose T satisfies Condition (1.1) for fe = 0 (i.e.,

\e"T\ =0(1), teR). Then E(b) commutes with S(f) for all feC(a(T)), and

E(b r\e) = E(b)E(e) for all b, ee®.

Theorem 2.1 may be given a version fitting into Dunford's theory of spectral

operators [1], [2].

Definition 2.6. The Jordan space for T is the completion Y of the normed

linear space (D, || • ||).

If Ve B(X) commutes with T, we know that VD czD and that V is continuous

on (D, || • || ). Let VY be the unique extension of Kl D as a bounded linear operator

on Y. If I VYI denotes the norm of VY as an element of B(Y), then || Vgl = \V\.

Similarly, S, N, E(b) and S(f) axe bounded on (D, ||-||); denote their unique

continuous extension to Y by the corresponding letter with a subscript Y. By

the remark following Definition 2.4, we have | SY \\ ̂  | T|sp, ||Nr||gl,

\\E(b)Y\\ = l and \\S(f)Y\\=supaiT)\f\'(be<%, feB(ci(T))). By (2.1)-(2.3),
TY = SY + NY, SY commutes with NY, and NY+1 = 0. However, we get into

trouble when we try to show that £( • )Y is a resolution of the identity in the sense

of [1, pp. 324-325]. First, we do not know whether E(b nc), = E(b)YE(e)Y in

general. A more serious difficulty is the countable additivity of y*E( • )Yy for

y* in a total linear manifold T cz Y*. A natural choice of T is as follows: each

x* e X* induces a unique x * e Y* with norm || x * | ^ | x* | (since | x | ^ || x || for

xeD). Let T = {x* | x* e X*}. It is easily seen that x*£( • )Yy is countably ad-

ditive on (%, for each ye Y and x*eT, and that xYS(f)Yy= (a,T)f(t) dxYE(t)Yy

fot all feB(cj(T)), ye Y and x*eT. However T may not be total in Y*. Indeed,

let X and T be chosen such that the norms | • | and || • || are not equivalent (cf. §3).

We may then select x„ e D such that x„ -> 0 in X and x„ ->■ y # 0 in Y. For each

x* e X*, x*xn -* 0, hence x*y = lim x*x„ = 0 for all x* e T, but j> ̂  0, i.e., T

is not total in Y*.

However, a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 yields to the

following

Theorem 2.14. T* is spectral of class Y and type k (in this theorem, X

does not need to be reflexive).

Outline of proof. Let us simplify first the notations by omitting the sub-

script Y. Fix m = k + 2 and let Am be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For yeY

and y* e Y* fixed, consider the map
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n(y,y*):feAm^y*T(f)y

where f =/0)|cr(T). By (1.2), this map is well defined, linear and continuous.

We conclude as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 that there exist m + 1 regular finite

Borel measures p¡ = p¡( • | y, y*) (j = 0,---,m) on Ä, which are supported by

er(T) and satisfy

varp,.(-|y,y*) = \\y\\ \\y*\\,
and

m       *        /»

y*Tif)y =   Z   -i-        f^dpj,    feCm.
j = e> J-  J«r(T)

Moreover, this representation is unique, and therefore p,(<5| y,y*) is a con-

tinuous bilinear form on Yx Y* for each Seâïï and j = 0,---,m. Let F/<5) be

the unique bounded linear operator on Y* such that Pjiô\y,y*) = <Fj(<5)y*,y>

for all y and y* (the pairing of Y and Y* is denoted by <-,-». The £,( • ) are

uniformly bounded additive set functions with the property that <£/ ■ )y*,y)

are regular (countably additive) Borel measures on R supported by cr(T) (for

all j = 0,---,m; ye Y and y*eY*). Moreover, for all/eCm,

(*) T(f)*= I   -i-        /(j>dF,.,
7=0   7!    Jff(T)

where, for heC(er(T)), ¡aiT)h dF3 is the unique element of B(Y*) defined by

< Í    hdFjy*,y} =  f     hd(Fjy*,y)

for all y and y*. In particular, for all s e R,

m   (iy-V
(2.18) (eisr)* = 2 ^ f;(s)

7=0 J-

where

e^iFß).
J<r(

Trivial changes in the proof of Lemma 2.7 yield to the identities

£7(s)FÂ(u) = Fj+ ft(s + «)   for   7 + n z% m,

i2J9) =0 for   j + h>m,

for all j, n = 0, •••, m and s, u e Ä.

It follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.8 that the map/-» S(f) = j<,{T)fdF0 of

C(ex(T)) into B(Y*) is multiplicative; since F0(-) is uniformly bounded, the

extension of this map to B(er(T)) is also multiplicative, and therefore

F0(r5 He) = S(cs„£) = S(côcs) = S(câ)S(ce) = F0(,5)Fo(£)
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for all b, ee &. Taking s = 0 in (2.18), we see that F0(o-(T)) = I (the identity of

B(Y*)). Thus F = £0 is a spectral measure on R.

Taking f(t) = t in (*), we obtain

T*=\     tdF(t) + Fy(o-(T)) = S + N.
JalT)

It follows from (2.19), much as in the proof of Lemma 2.9, that £, = NJ F = FNJ

C/ = 0,".,m). Hence S commutes with JV, and since e,sS = ¡a(T)elstdF(t), we

obtain from (2.18):

k + 2(iv)i
(e'sT)*e-'sS= 1^1 NJ.

7-0   J-

But |(ei5T)*e"isS| Ú \\(ehT)*\\ = ¡eisT\\ ^ \eisT\= 0(\s\k). Therefore JVt+1 = 0,

and the proof is complete, by Theorem 8 in [1].

The (perhaps) unusual method we used to prove Theorem 2.1 was needed

essentially in order to handle nonisolated points of the spectrum. In case there

are isolated points in o(T), a result of the same nature (without the maximality-

uniqueness assertion) may be obtained by a more classical method, without

requiring the reflexivity of X.

Notation. Let a0(T) denote the set of isolated points in a(T). If a0(T) i= 0,

let Z0 denote the linear span of E(X)X for X running in o-0(T); if a0(T) = 0,

we let Z0 = {0}.

Suppose T satisfies Condition (1.1).

It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.5 that if every nonzero point of a(T)

is isolated, then the closure of Z0 contains the closed range of Tk+1. In case

fc = 0 and X is reflexive, Z0 + ¿V is dense in X. An alternative description of

Z0 is given in the following

Proposition 2.15.   Let TeB(X) satisfy (1.1). Then

(a) each isolated point of a(T) is a pole of order ^ fc + 1 of the resolvent;

and

(b) Z0 is the linear span of the root vectors corresponding to the points

ofo0(T).

Proof. Let Xecr0(T). Since X is real, XI — T satisfies (1.1), hence (1.4) (by

Lemma 1.9). Since o(T\E(X)X) = {X}, the operator (XI -T)\E(X)X is quasi-

nilpotent. Hence, by Lemma 1.8,

(2.20) (XI-T)k+1E(X) = 0.

By Theorem 18, p. 573 in [3], this implies that A is a pole of order i£ fc + 1 of

R(X ; T). Since, in this case, the range of E(X) coincides with the root space as-

sociated with X, the proposition follows.
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Proposition 2.16. Let TeBiX) satisfy (1.1). Then all the conclusions of

Theorem 2.1 iexcept for the maximality-uniqueness assertion) are valid with

Z0 replacing D.

Proof.    For xeZ0, let

exix) = {Aeo-o(T)|£(2)x^0}.

Clearly, ex(x) is either void or finite, and

(2.21) x    =     2   E(X)x,       x e Z0.
A e»(i)

Let S, Ne T(Z0) be defined by

Sx =      S   XE(X)x,       xeZ0,
(2.22) x ea(x)

N   =  T\Z0-S.

Then (2.1) and (2.2) are obvious. We prove next by induction that for all xeZ0

and j =0,1,2,--,

(2.23) NJx =      I   (T-XI)jE(X)x.
A e ct(jc)

For j = 0, this reduces to (2.21). Assuming (2.23) true for some j, we obtain

(for xeZ0):

NJ+1x = N   L   (T-XI)JE(X)x =    I   (T-XI)JE(X)Nx
X ea(x) X eaix)

=     E   (T-XI)JE(X)    I   (T-pI)E(p)x
X ea(x) p eff(x)

=     I   (T-XI)j+1E(X)x.
X eu(x)

Now, by (2.23) and (2.20), Nk+1 =0.

For ôeâS, define

£(<5)x   =       E       £(/l)x,   x e Z0.
A eir()c)ná

Then £ is a generalized spectral measure as in Theorem 2.1 (with the additional

property E(5 n e)x = E(5)E(e)x for all ô,seâS and xeZ0), and S satisfies (2.4).

Since (2.5) follows from (2.1)-(2.4) (see proof of "maximality" in Theorem

2.1), the proof is complete.

Remarks. 1. By the uniqueness assertion in Theorem 2.1, the transformations

S, N and E(ö) obtained there are extensions of the respective transformations

obtained here (if the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied).

2. If exoiT) = ex(T) (i.e., if ex(T) is a finite set), then S, N and E(ö) are in B(X),

and T is spectral of type k.
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The case k = 0 has a distinguished position if X is a Hubert space. By Theorem

5 in [6], the condition |eiiT| = 0(1) (teR) by itself is then sufficient for T to

be spectral of type k = 0 (i.e., similar to a hermitian operator). This is no longer

true (in Hubert space) for k ^ 1 (cf. §3). In Banach space, whether reflexive

or not, this breaks down even for k = 0 (cf. [6, p. 176]).

Let R[t] denote the ring of polynomials over R. We may rewrite Condition

(1.1) for k = 0 in the form | eip(T) | = M < oo for all p e R[i] of degree g 1. If

we require this latter condition to hold for all peR[f], we obtain a criterion

for spectrality which is valid in any weakly complete Banach space.

Theorem 2.17.    TeB(X) is of class C and has real spectrum if and only if

(*) sup    | eipiT) | < oo.
P s R[r]

ff X is weakly complete, Condition (*) is necessary and sufficient for T to be

spectral of scalar type with real spectrum.

Proof. If X is weakly complete, T is of class C if and only if it is spectral

of scalar type (cf. Theorem 3.2 in [7]). Thus, only the first statement of the theorem

needs proof.

If Tis of class C, it is of class C(ex(T)) (cf. Lemma 2.7 and Definition 1.2 in

[7]). Let /-> T(f) be its C(<r(T))-operational calculus, and let M be the latter's

norm. Then for all p e R[t],

|e'W>|   = | T(e/p(0) |  = M sup \eip(,)\  = M

if o(T) is real.

Conversely, suppose T satisfies (*). Let

M =    sup |cip(r)|.
peR[f]

In particular, we have |e"T| = M for all teR, hence Thas real spectrum.

Let Ar(T) denote the uniformly closed real subalgebra of B(X) generated by

I and T. Suppose VeAr(T) is quasi-nilpotent. Choose pneR[f] such that

pn(T)^ V in B(X). Then |ei,F| = lim„|e"pnm| =■ M for all teR. By Lemmas

1.9 and 1.8, we must have F=0. Thus Ar(T) is semisimple. It follows that its

complexification ^4(T) is semisimple.

Next, for an arbitrary element V of Ar(T), we have \eur\ = M for all teR;

therefore the integral

(2.24) R(V) = 1±I(2ît)-1/2 Jo   e—^± dt
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converges absolutely in B(X), and defines an element of A(T). By Theorem 2

in [9], we have

(2.25) R(V)2 = V.

For V ̂  0, we have

For 0^i^|F|"\

^ (e-l)\v\t,

and therefore the first integral above is not larger than 2(e - 1)| F|1/2. The

second integral is g 2(M + 1)| F¡1/2. Hence

(2.26) \R(V)\^K\V\1/2

for all VeAr(T), where K = (M + e) n1'2 .

By (2.25), R(V2)2 = V2. Since R(V2)eA(T) for VeAr(T) and since A(T) is

semisimple, it follows that R(V2) = ± V. Therefore, applying (2.26) with V2

instead of V, we obtain | F|2 g K2|F2|, and thus |F¡gK2|F|sp for all

VeA,(T). It follows that A(T) is isometrically isomorphic to C(Jt), where

JÍ is the maximal ideal space of A(T); hence Tis of class C. Alternatively, taking

V = p(T), we get

| p(T) | 5¡ K21 p(T) \SP = K2 sup | p(t) |
<r(T)

for all p e R[i]. Therefore the map p -> p(T) extends as a continuous represen-

tation/-^/(T) of C(a(T)) into B(X), with norm  ^ K2. Q.E.D.

We conclude this section with another characterization of operators of class C

with real spectrum. Without loss of generality, we may consider the case where

o-(T)c [0,1].

Theorem 2.18. Let Te B(X) be such that a(T) <= [0,1]. Then T is of class C

(i.e., Tis spectral of scalar type for X weakly complete) if and only if there is

an M > 0 such that

{**) ¿   (n)\x*TJ(I-T)--Jx\^M
j=o \ J i

for all unit vectors xeX and x*eX*, and all n = 0,1,2, — .
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Proof. Let A denote the difference operator acting on complex sequences:

ifp = {p„}, Apis the sequence with nth component (Ap)n = p„ — pn+1,n = 0,1,2,---.

The iterates of A are denoted by A* (k = 1,2, •••), and A°p = p for all p.

Fix unit vectors xeX and x* eX*. Let p be the sequence defined by

pn = x*T"x,       n = 0,1,2, ••».

Then

iA"-Jp)j = x*T\l - T)"-Jx

for j = 0, • ■ -, n and n = 0,1,2, — .

Therefore, (**) is equivalent to the condition

Î   (n)\iAn-Jp)j\ = M,       n = 0,1,2,-.
7=0    \J  I

This is Hausdorff's classical criterion for p to be a moment sequence on [0,1].

Thus, Condition (**) is equivalent to the existence of a (unique) finite regular

Borel measure a = a( • | x,x*) such that vara — M and

(***) x*T"x =   i t"dait\x,x*),       n = 0,1,2,-,
Jo

(for all unit vectors x and x*).

If T is of class C, (***) is a direct consequence of the Riesz representation

theorem. Conversely, if T satisfies (***), then x*pCT)x= |¿p(í)dot(í|x,x*) for

all peR[t] and all unit vectors x and x*. Hence |p(T)| z% Msup[0fl]|p(T)|

for all p e R[i], which implies that T is of class C (cf. end of previous proof).

3. Examples.

3.1. We remarked above that in Hubert space, Condition (1.1) for fc = 0 is

sufficient by itself for the spectrality of T. The following example, which is due

C. A. McCarthy, shows that this is no longer true for k = 1, even when aCT)

is a sequence with 0 as its only limit point and when X is a separable Hubert

space. Thus D does not generally coincide with X, even in this restricted situa-

tion (in this case however, D is dense in X).

Let X = E„°= y®H„, where Hn is a copy of the 2-dimensional Hubert space

C2. Consider on H„ the  projections £„ and £_„ defined by the matrices

(o o)and (o~i )'

respectively (n = l,2, ■■•). Clearly,

£_„£„ = £„£_„ = 0,   £|„ = £±„   and   £„ + £_„ = /.

Let T„ = (£„ - £_„)/n and T= J£=1 © T„. Then er{T) = {0, + 1/n; n = 1,2, •»»}
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and Tis of class C : its C'-operational calculus is given by T(f) = £"=, © T(f)n,

where

(i) TO=/(i-)ÊB+/(4)^

ifeC, n = 1,2,...). The continuity of the map/-» T(f) follows from the mean

value theorem, which gives the estimate

(2) \Tif)\ =   max 1/1+2 max   |/'|,      feC.
[-Li] [-Li]

In particular, | ei,T \ = 1 + 2111 = 0(\ 11).
However the projection associated with the isolated point 1 /n of the spectrum is

e(— 1=0© ••• © £„©0© ••■       (n= + l, + 2,-)

which has norm 2: | n |. Since the projections £(1 ¡n) are not uniformly bounded,

Tis not spectral and therefore D # X (by Theorem 2.1). Let

x = {x„} e X,   where x„ = (x„,, x„2) e Hn.

It follows easily from (1) that xeD whenever S™= y n21 x„212 < oo (in particular,

vectors of the form {x,,—,x„,0,0,•■•} are in D, hence D is dense in X). For

vectors x with the latter property, we have a decomposition Tx = Sx + Nx as

in Theorem 2.1, in which N = 0 and

(3) E(-)x = ^Jl/n(-)E(jjx

where ôs( • ) denotes the delta measure at se R.

Let K„ be a two-dimensional Hubert space with the norm |x| ={|xnl|2

+ n21 x„212}1/2, and let K = I„°°= y®Kn. Then K c D, K is densely contained

in X and is invariant under T. Moreover, T | K is continuous as an operator in

K, and the conclusion of Theorem 2.14 is valid with Y replaced by K. Since K

is reflexive (as a Hubert space), T | K is spectral of type 1 (in fact, it is spectral

of scalar type, and its resolution of the identity is £( • ) | K for £( • ) as in (3)).

3.2. We consider an example in which er(T) may be a perfect set.

Let F be an arbitrary uncountable closed subset of (0,1]. We shall exhibit

an operator T on a suitable Banach space X, with the following properties :

(a) T satisfies (1.1) with Ik- 1,

(b) ex(T) = F, and

(c) D is dense in X, but D j= X.

By §1, it suffices to find a nonspectral operator T satisfying (a) and (b), whose

eigenvectors are fundamental in X.
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First, define T0 on L"[0,1] (1 ^ p < oo) by (T0cb)(x) = xcb(x) + ¡l<p(t)dt,

^>eLp[0,l] ; xe[0,l]. T0 is of class C: its C'-operational calculus is given by

f-* T0(/) where

[T0(f)<b](x)=f(x)cb(x) + j f'(t),p(t)dt,   cbeL'[0,l],   xe[0,l],   feC.

We have | T0(/)| ;£ |/| lTo, and in particular

|eí,r°| = |T0(eí,s)|:gl + |í|=O(|f|)   for teR.

The spectrum of T0 is equal to [0,1]. The characteristic function cs of the

interval [0,s] (0 < s ;£ 1) is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue s.

Let X be the closed linear span in Lp[0,1] of all the functions cs with seF.

X is a closed invariant subspace for T0. Let T = T01X. The spectrum of T is

pure point and is equal to F; moreover, the eigenvectors of T axe fundamental

in X. If T was spectral, it would be of type 1 (since T is of class C). Then, by

Theorem 1, p. 56 in [4], its point spectrum would be at most countable, contrary

to our hypothesis on F. Hence, T is not spectral, and we conclude that it has

properties (a), (b), (c).

Let W c D be the linear span of all cs with seF. For each Aeffl, let £(A) e T(W)

be defined by

(4) £(A)cs = cA(A),   seF.

Since the vectors cs are linearly independent, £(A) is well defined on W. Clearly,

£( • ) is a generalized spectral measure on W, supported by £ = o(T) and

commuting  with   T.   Moreover,   if   p   is   any   polynomial  and   cbeW  (say

<p = £"= jajCs., ajeC, SjeF), then

p(T)cb= Î ajP(sj)cs¡= f   p(s)ds (   ¿ ajCsjbSJ(s) }  = f     p(s)dE(s)cb,
j = l J F \ j = 1 ) J a(T)

where E( • ) is given by (4).

Thus the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 are valid with W in place of D and with

N = 0. If F is a Lebesgue null set and 1 < p < oo, the uniqueness assertion in

Theorem 2.1 implies that the nilpotent part of T restricted to W cz D is zero,

and the resolution of the identity of T restricted to W is given by (4).
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